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The continuing saga of the Pischke twins who survived more than a decade of abuse at the hands of their violently unstable step-father. When Memories Remain chronicles how the brothers coped after leaving the isolated farm where they grew up, thrust into society but completely unprepared for the normal lives they craved. The heartfelt and often humorous story of two disadvantaged teenagers who in their quest for redemption, fought against bitter memories and untrue allegations—"even one of murder." Sequel to the bestselling book, Where Children Run, within these pages lies the answer to the burning question—"what happened to the twins after they left the farm and why at mid-life did they decide to speak publicly about their abusive childhoods.

**Synopsis**

I read the prequel book and now this book. It was nice to read about the family’s events after they grew up. I became emotional during parts of the story because I could feel the pain and detachment that David went through. Thank you to Karen Emilson for taking the time to listen to David Pischke!

This book details how horrific stereotypes and rumors can be to the lives of everyday people. This book is sad, but it also proves that some people will overcome any obstacle and persevere in spite
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**Customer Reviews**

I read the prequel book and now this book. It was nice to read about the family’s events after they grew up. I became emotional during parts of the story because I could feel the pain and detachment that David went through. Thank you to Karen Emilson for taking the time to listen to David Pischke!

This book details how horrific stereotypes and rumors can be to the lives of everyday people. This book is sad, but it also proves that some people will overcome any obstacle and persevere in spite
I absolutely loved this book. Beautifully written. I love the way the story was told. I cried and laughed. It touched my heart.

Wow, what a story. I'm glad I was able to find out what happened to all of those brave kids. They touched me deeply.

I love how the writer keeps you wanting to read more
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